What do we do?

We provide structured cabling solutions in IT, Telecom, IOT & Security infrastructure for

- Enterprises (PSUs & Govt. sector included)
- Telecom service providers
- Cloud service providers
- Smart cities & Realty sector

addressing end to end requirements, adhering to global standards. We are geared up to address Industrial Revolution 4.0 requirements.
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What do we provide?

- Network cabling products
- Data center turnkey solutions (Specialized cables/components to address High density requirements)
- Installation & Testing tools
- FTTH splitter products for Telecom
- Customized products (Cable harness – High density but cost effective – ISRO needs, IP67 rating box for Infosys, Optical-IP conversion for Google, Foxcon – Cabling solutions for compatibility needs – Potential to convert into Turnkey)
- IOT cabling solutions (Specialized needs of end user devices – Smart lighting)
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Vision

“Our vision is to provide innovative high quality Certified Connectivity Products Designed for Interoperability, Convergence, Security, Emerging global standards & Cross industry needs for global market.”
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Our Journey till date

2013-14
Formation of the company and manufacturing unit.
Marketing team established.

2015
R&D Infrastructure setup
Factory set up

2016
Expanded into Chennai.

2017-18
National distributor in place.
Wide spread across PAN INDIA.
Certifications obtained

2018-19
Factory expanded
Telecom products added.
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Our Products overview

**COPPER SOLUTIONS**
- Copper Cable (5e/6/6A)
- Patch Panel
- Keystone Jack
- Faceplate
- Telecom Accessories
- UTP Installation Tools
- UTP Testing Tools

**FIBER OPTIC SOLUTIONS**
- Fiber Optic Indoor/Outdoor Cables
- Fiber Optic Connector
- Fiber Optic Adapter
- Fiber Optic Patch Cords & Pigtails
- Fiber Optic Patch Panels

**DATA CENTER SOLUTIONS**
- Pre terminated Fiber/Cu Cable harness
- High density LC Patch Cords
- High density Fiber Optic Patch Panel (1U -96 &144)
- MTP 40G Fiber Optic Patch cords
- 1U 48Port & 0.5U 24 Port Copper Patch Panel
- Slim line Cat6 UTP Patch cords

**FIBER OPTIC SOLUTIONS**
- Media converter
- Fiber Optic Outdoor Enclosure
- Fiber Installation Tools
- Fiber Testing & Diagnostic Tools
- Fiber Cleaning Solutions
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Our Products

- Copper Cat6 /6A Cables
- Cat6 High Density Snap-In 1U Jack Panel
- Category6 Slim Patch Cord
- Category6 0.5u High Density Jack Panel
- Fiber Optic Cable Outdoor/Indoor
- Fiber Optic MTP to 20 x LC Patch Cord
- Fiber Optic Patch Cord 2
- Fiber Patch Cables 1
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Our Products

- Fiber Patch Cables
- MTP Patch Cord (40G-100G Patch Cables)
- High Density Fiber Patch Cords
- Pre-terminated Copper Harness Cable
- Patch Cables
- Pre-terminated Fiber Optic Assemblies
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Our Certifications

ETL Listed

Bicsi Corporate Member

Intertek

RoHS Compliant

UL
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Our Differentiation

- "Custom solutions" for our end customers.
- We reduce BOM, thereby reducing TCO to customer.
- Our Manufacturing base helps in reduced Turn around time
- Customers Certification support for special site requirements.
- Reduced onsite Installation time.

WE OFFER 25 YEARS OF PERFORMANCE WARRANTY & 5 YEARS OF PRODUCT GUARANTEE
Customers who trust us
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THANK YOU